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Singer-songwriter
Toby Martin’s new album,
I Felt the Valley Lifting,
is available for download
and on vinyl (Scan QR code).
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Meet your new councillors

Federal Election 2022

TWO of the new City of Sydney councillors, elected on December 4,
2021, found time to introduce themselves this month.

For a chance to win a
signed vinyl copy, tell us
the name of the valley
that inspired the songs –
email editor@ssh.com.au

Brian Lim, CEO Dandelions and Paul Hilton, Business Development Manager Spiral Blue. Photo: Supplied

Wolfpack Space Hub lands in Waterloo

Photo: Cameron Emerson-Elliott

The breakthrough came with
his second solo album, Songs from
Northam Avenue, written and
recorded in Sydney’s south-west
using local musicians, and once
again using locality to trigger ideas.
“I was literally writing in
someone’s front yard in Bankstown
within a tight time-frame.
It forced me to write songs,
without waiting for inspiration

to strike,” Martin says. “It was
a bit painful – but it was good for
me. Sometimes with songwriting,
you just have to show up and
do it!”

birds, mountains and pop stars.”
Currently, Gotsis is working
with conductor Sarah PenickaSmith to create a choral version of
her song “Frozen River” with the
River City Voices symphonic choir.
She has also collaborated with
award-winning animator Helena
Papageorgiou on a video for
this song.

Shauna Jarrett (Liberal)

S

Toby Martin will join Redfern-based folkcountry duo The Joesixpack Experience for
the SSH online concert/fundraiser, Local
Stories Live! From 6pm on December 11.
Join Zoom: www.bit.ly/2ZPrUHT/.

Gotsis’ new EP are distinctive and focus on beauty, ecology and family origins. Photo: Lyndal Irons.
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ade in England

Music Colours is available on bandcamp
( icemusic.bandcamp.com/album/musiccolours ) and is streaming via ABC Music.

Having lived, worked
and played in Sydney’s CBD
and communities for nearly
all of my adult life, and
participated in and been
a representative on a wide
range of professional and
not-for-profit organisations,
I want to continue that
involvement in the City of
Sydney during its recovery
of the city as Australia’s No
1 City and in bringing back
the life all City of Sydney
communities have worked
hard to create and support.
I want to ensure community
sports and activities, arts and
cultural/community events
are effectively supported,
and will work to ensure
public and green spaces
are actually enhanced and
created from Council stock.
I also want to enable small
and medium businesses to be
supported by technologies that
will allow them to prosper in
the “new normal” and I will
work to represent all Sydney
residents and businesses.
As a Sydney Liberal, I want
Sydney’s urban communities
listened to and also to
ensure Council responses
are community based, not
bureaucratic ideological
strategies. I will continue to
advocate for a transparent,
fiscally responsible and
simplified bureaucracy that
will enable us all to prosper
and develop sustainable and
supportive communities
where we live, work and play.

LOCALS

Lyndon Gannon (Liberal)

As a lifelong local and aspiring
small business owner I know
full well the challenges facing
the City of Sydney. Businesses
and the community are doing it
tough. But it seems the end of
Covid is close – fingers crossed!
I am ambitious for this
city. I want to see it go back
to being the fun, vibrant and
bustling place it used to be!
The lockout laws were needed,
but they essentially killed
our CBD night economy.
Thankfully those laws are
gone now and as we re-emerge
from our Covid hibernation I
think it’s a really exciting time
for Sydney’s night life and
I’m all in, with my own plans
to open two rooftop bars.
I have a long history of
working with the community,
principally through boxing with
teenagers. Growing up, sport,
whether rugby league or AFL,
kept me on the straight and
narrow. I know how important
it is for young people to have
role models in their lives and
I’m so happy that the Elouera
Gym at the Block has re-opened,
it’s where I trained out of and
has a great community vibe
about it and brings a real sense
for positivity to the area.
I also have some exciting plans
for the city: four harbour baths,
activating underutilised assets
to support emerging creatives,
trying to turn the Newtown
Tram Shed into Carriageworks
2.0, as well as cutting red tape
to make it easier to do business
and have fun in this town.

We hope the other new councillors will also take up the offer in future months to introduce
S
themselves and what personal expertise and experience they bring to their role.

LYN TURNBULL

WATERLOO: The soft opening
of Wolfpack Space Hub’s new
facility in Wellington Street
was on April 19, 2022.

Uncle Colin Lyons and Owen Roberts at the Park Café in Redfern.Photo: Lyn Turnbull

Remembering Terry (1970-2021)
FIRST PEOPLES
ANDREW COLLIS

GADIGAL LAND: Terry James

Irving (17/6/1970–10/6/2021) was
a valued member of the South
Sydney community. Those who
knew him best remember a
proud Bundjalung man, fiercely
loyal, quick-witted – a lover of
animals, music and painting.
On Tuesday, February 15, the
community gathered to honour
Terry’s life and to pay respects to
his family. The memorial service
at the Park Café on Chalmers,
one of Terry’s favourite places,
included spoken and musical
tributes, tears and laughter.
Aunty Narelle Lyons gave the
Acknowledgement of Country.
Uncle Colin and Aunty Nita
Lyons conducted a Smoking
Ceremony, and Aunty Melva
Kennedy shared stories of
Terry’s struggles and triumphs.
“He was always respectful to me,”
she said, “he called me Nan –
and I will always remember him.”
Mike Simpson and Jane
Linwall from St Vincent’s
Hospital Homeless Health
Service (which includes Tierney
House) paid their respects,
as did Tiffany Forsyth from
the Haymarket Centre, where
Terry lived for a time.

Sr Anne Jordan, co-founder of
Cana Communities, now serving
as leader of the Presentation
Sisters, Lismore, sent the following
message: “When I think of Terry
the first image that comes to
mind is of him sitting outside
Woolworths and the smile that
lights up his face as he recognises
me on approach. The hug that
followed each time is held in my
‘body memory’ and still warms
my heart.
“Through all the ups and downs
of cleaning or repairing his home,
trying to keep in touch so his
medical team or court support could
help him over the next hurdle,
Terry had a great appreciation of
his friends, and I am honoured to
be known as one of them.”
Barista, Dee, performed an a
cappella version of Bob Marley’s
“Redemption Song” – “Won’t
you help to sing / These songs of
freedom? / ’Cause all I ever have /
Redemption songs …”
Owen Roberts, who busks with
his guitar in the park, offered
a moving rendition of the folk
spiritual, “Wayfaring Stranger” –
“I’m just a poor wayfaring stranger
/ Travelling through this world
below / There is no sickness, no
toil, nor danger / In that bright
land to which I go …” – before
joining with Uncle Colin on yidaki
for an impromptu “Knockin’ On
Heaven’s Door”.

Several people stepped forward
to give thanks, paying tribute
to Terry’s faith, generosity,
vulnerability, dignity and courage.
Miriam Pepper, Andrew
Collis and Abner Cox shared
musical tributes on behalf of
South Sydney Uniting Church.
“Terry taught me that there
is always hope and not to give
up,” Miriam said. “Terry was
always good to my dear dog
Rango, and one of the first to offer
condolences when Rango passed
away. He also loved the songs of
Jimmy Cliff and ‘Peace’ is a song
we have learned to play” – “How
is there going to be peace / When
there is no justice, oh no, oh …”
Abner chose a composition by
Gerald Finzi called “Fear No More
the Heat of the Sun”. The lyric by
William Shakespeare concludes:
“Nothing ill come near thee! /
Quiet consummation have; /
And renownèd be thy grave!”
With thanks to Elly and Peter
at the Park Café for hospitality,
including sandwiches and muffins,
coffees and lemon myrtle tea.
Blessings upon you, Terry.
Rest in peace, dear friend.

Kween G. Photo: Jodie Welsh

Inaugural First Nations
women’s hip-hop showcase
MUSIC
SSH

AUSTRALIAN Women in Music
Awards (AWMA) will host
the inaugural First Nations
women’s hip-hop showcase,
Love for My Sisters, as part of
this year’s conference program
with a belting line-up of artists
curated by Cairns-based First
Nations hip-hop artist and MC,
Dizzy Doolan.
Doolan will also perform
and MC this year’s award
ceremony with Yumi Stynes,
which will be broadcast on
ABC TV for the very first time.
AWMA founding executive
producer and program director
Vicki Gordon created the event
to highlight AWMA’s ongoing
commitment to showcase
the exceptional talent of
Australian First Nations female
artists, musicians and DJs.

S

Read tributes and prayers here:
www.bit.ly/3p7lugM

“Dizzy was one of our regional
participants in 2019 and it is
exciting to be working with her in
a curatorial role this year. She is
an incredible talent and, like all of
the artists in this year’s showcase,
Doolan has pioneered the way
for women in the Australian
hip-hop scene,” Gordon said.
Love for My Sisters is inspired
by the single release, of the
same name, written by Crystal
Mastrosavas (Lady Lash) and
Gladys Namokoyi (Kween G)
who will both perform at the
showcase on the evening of May
17 at The Tivoli in Brisbane.
Doolan, aka Charmaine
Armstrong, invited her First
Nations sisters RedBelly, Hot
Brown Honey, Kaylah Truth,
Kween G, Lady Lash and
Shakaya to join the line-up
for Love for My Sisters.
Staged at What’s Golden at
The Tivoli, the concert will be an
electrifying evening exploring
deep storytelling through music

– neo-soul, RnB, rap, hip-hop and
house – with plenty of politics,
identity and shared experiences.
Doolan’s powerful curation
includes artists from across the
country and combines their
collective experiences to raise
consciousness with their music.
“I’ve felt so empowered to play
so many special roles in this year’s
AWMAs and I’m truly honoured
and so grateful to have been given
the opportunity to curate the First
Nations hip-hop showcase, to be a
part of history in that way is next
level,” Doolan said.

S

www. womeninmusicawards.com.au
Tickets for the showcase are available
at www.bit.ly/3vVEZeG
Tickets include a chance to join an
after‑show function and network with music
industry practitioners:

Wolfpack was jointly set up
in December 2019 by Australian
space engineering firm Saber
Astronautics (2008) and TCP
the first Australian-owned
IT company (1971).
It presently has five
members. All are space-tech
start-ups which manufacture
in Australia. They benefit
from being co-located to, as
the name suggests, “hunt-asa-pack” to service customers
that are looking for locally
produced technologies to
supply as the Australian
Space Agency develops.
Sperospace manufactures
robotic arms for small satellites
which allow the satellites
to be repaired, upgraded or
assembled in space, rather
than having to be returned
to Earth for reconditioning
and maintenance or just be
written off as space junk.
Metakosmos designs and
manufactures space suits.
Maria Xygkaki, the Senior
Business Developer at Wolfpack
Space (Saber), noted on the
opening night their space suit
range is a great leap forward
to help democratise space
exploration, as the suits are
produced to accommodate a
wider range of body types and
sizes, so overcome one barrier
for female astronauts.

Space Industries is focused
on creating energy efficiency
for industries on Earth by
sourcing elements in space that
are not available on the planet;
particularly Helium-3 which
creates fuel for nuclear fusion.
In the process it has developed
ways to produce water in space
for use on our moon and Mars.

A performance by Shyamla and Sarangi from Bindi Bosses preceded the panel discussion on
‘Gender Equality in the Context of Climate Change’ at the New Beginnings Festival on March 19.
Photo: Stephen Webb

Climate change is not gender neutral
ENVIRONMENT

Dandelions produces small
payload scalable “Gyrochute”
platforms which reduce the
return-to-earth costs by 10 times
to allow in-orbit manufacturing
of products that require low
gravity processes.
Esper Satellite Imagery
aims to develop space-based
monitoring of the efficiency of
a range of industries on Earth
to reduce their environmental
impact.
Spiral Blue develops on-board
systems technology that allows
much of the processing of
collected images for marine,
forestry, agriculture and defence
purposes to be done in space
rather than having to transmit
large quantities of data back to
Earth for interpretation.
After Spiral Blue’s three
previous successful launches,
in October this year a new
generation Australian Earth
observation mission “Over the
Rainbow” will be conducted
in conjunction with other
Wolfpack Space Hub members
Esper Satellite Imagery,
Sperospace and Dandelions to
test “a new approach to collection
of high definition satellite images
and their transmission back
to Earth”.
S

STEPHEN WEBB

CURRENT events such as conflict,
Covid-19 and intensifying climate
emergencies are resulting in
increased inequalities and
risks for women, according to a
United Nations panel discussion
in Sydney last month.
Settlement Services
International (SSI) moderated
the live discussion during
its New Beginnings Festival
at the Australian National
Maritime Museum on March
19 to coincide with the United
Nations 66th Commission for
the Status of Women (CWS66).
The panel focused on how
global communities can achieve
gender equality and empowerment
for women and girls in the
context of climate change.
Carmen Ghaly, International
Protection Advisor at SSI, said
climate change disproportionately
affected communities
experiencing vulnerability, often
exacerbating existing inequalities.
“Globally, women are more
likely to be impacted by the
climate crisis,” she said.
“Eighty per cent of people
displaced by the climate crisis
are predicted to be women.”
Torres Strait Islander Solwata
Wagadagum and Daureb Kosker
woman Regina Turner said, “Right
now Torres Strait Islanders are

on the frontline of the climate
crisis and urgent action is
needed to ensure that we can
remain on our homelands.”
She said advancing seas were
already threatening homes, as well
as damaging fresh water supplies.
Betty Barkha, a PhD candidate
researching planned relocation
and displacement in Fiji, said,
“When I was in Kiribati, there
was a four-year-old who very
joyfully said that, ‘It is so good
that the sea is coming closer to
our home; we don’t have to go out
so far to swim anymore,’ and I
just thought the innocence of this
joy, not knowing that the sea level
rise will take over your home.”
While acknowledging women
bore disproportionate burdens
when it came to climate impacts,
Ms Ghaly said SSI recognised
that women also played a critical
role in crafting the solutions – in
both prevention and response.
“The role of women in leading
the discussions on climate change
has already seen a great response
in increasing the participation
of other women to take action.
“We aim to challenge gender
inequalities in our engagement
on climate change by committing
to embrace local leadership
and working to support
women to participate as key
environmental actors; engaging
in decision-making processes and
advocating for better access.”
The discussion was introduced
by South Asian fusion arts
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Haunting stories Online-only
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One of Sydney’s only
independent community
newspapers
The South Sydney Herald (SSH) is an independent
community newspaper published monthly by the
South Sydney Unitiing Church. The SSH has a
circulation of 10,000 in the South Sydney region.
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At a glance
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Distribution: 10,000 copies (30,000+ readers)
Frequency: Monthly
Established: 2002
Delivered directly to homes and businesses
Free: No cost to readers • Highly respected throughout Sydney
One of Sydney’s last independent newspapers
Not for profit

Distribution suburbs

Alexandria ■ Beaconsfield ■ Chippendale ■ Darlington
Eveleigh ■ Glebe ■ Kings Cross ■ Newtown ■ Redfern
Waterloo ■ Woolloomooloo ■ Zetland

In print
and online

Advertising that connects

■
■

Erskineville
Surry Hills

Competitively priced for print and online advertising for maximum
exposure and benefit to the community. Generous discounts for
contract and cross‑platform advertising.

Reach your target audience today email adverts@ssh.com.au

One of Sydney’s only
independent community
newspapers
South Sydney demographic
■

74,000 residents

■

38% are Generation X (65% more than SydMet)

■

52% are managers/professionals (40% more than SydMet)

■

Incomes similar to rest of Sydney LGA

■

38% tertiary educated (30% more than Syd Met)

■

80% of households have two or less people (50% more than SydMet)

■

Most rent, with only 30% owning (50% of SydMet)

■

85% live in medium-high density housing (300% of SydMet)

Scan the QR code to view
testimonials from leaders
which show the value of
the South Sydney Herald
to the community we serve.

Advertising bookings email adverts@ssh.com.au
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Our Mission Statement

“Celebrating the lives of the diverse
people of South Sydney, inviting
discussion on issues of concern
and interest, adding encouragement
to possibilities for community.”

Advertising Terms & Conditions
All advertising must comply with the Trade Practices Act and must not be misleading,
false or deceptive. No responsibility is accepted by the publisher, proprietor or editor
for the accuracy of any information contained in any advertisement appearing in the
South Sydney Herald. The publisher, proprietor and editor will not be liable for any
damage or loss caused by late publication, error or failure of an advertisement to appear.

PRINT
Advertising sizes
and rates

MEDIA KIT

For your advertisement to have the greatest impact, choose the
most generous size you can afford. See sizes below.

AD SIZE

RATE

For organisations who do not have access to design services,
we provide this service to you at a very reasonable rate.

FULL PAGE

256 x 374 mm

$1890

HALF PAGE

$945

2 COLUMN

$756

QUARTER PAGE

$473

256 x 170 mm

Contract advertising bookings of three to 12 months attract
a 5 to 15 per cent discount – price on application.

FULL PAGE

96 x 360 mm

126 x 180 mm

2 COLUMN

FOOTER$236
RECTANGLE
HALF PAGE

SQUARE

FOOTER

Advertising bookings email adverts@ssh.com.au

256 x 56 mm
QUARTER

SQUARE$189
100 x 110 mm

RECTANGLE$95
100 x 55 mm

PRINT
Advertising
specifications

MEDIA KIT

When preparing and sending your ad files please adhere to the following guidelines.
Please email adverts@ssh.com.au if you need any further clarification.
■	
PDF

is the preferred format. CMYK optimised for print, 300 DPI with fonts embedded (or converted to outlines.)
Maximum ink-weight 240%.

■

We also accept high-resolution image files in JPEG formats (CMYK, 300 DPI, Maximum ink-weight 240%).

■

Create files at the exact dimensions at which they are to be reproduced (see previous page for ad sizes).

■

No crops. No bleed. Make sure there is no white space around your ad.

■

Be aware that newsprint is off-white/grey and will naturally reduce contrast in your ad when printed.

■	
For

large files over 8MB, please send using an FTP service (like YouSendIt.com or DropBox) or contact us for
alternate delivery of your artwork.

■

Files must be named with business name and size (eg. your-business-name-full-page.pdf)
DO NOT name ad ssh-ad.pdf

Advertising bookings email adverts@ssh.com.au

WEB
Advertising sizes
and rates
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For maximum impact – book web advertising
combined with a print advertisement – and
receive a 25% discount on the cost of your
online booking.

AD SIZE

Optimised to reach readers
The South Sydney Herald website is optimised
to deliver news directly to smartphones
and tablets, making advertising online an
attractive option to market products and
services to people wherever they are.

700 x 500 px

Talk to us about discounted online advertising
when you book a print advertisement.

Advertising bookings email adverts@ssh.com.au

RATE

TOP BANNER

$315

SIDE BAR

$210

2400 x 280 px

TOP BANNER

SIDE BAR

SPECIAL FEATURES
Advertising
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Ad Features offer the most engaging presence,
allowing readers to be immersed in your
message and brand as part of the paper.
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Spread over four pages in the centre of
the paper, you get premium positioning.
Price: $7,280
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sam eaquiaeprae. Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor rem aliqui sam
eaquiaeprae dunt quiberum ad molore qui odi ut quis voluptatem.

Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor rem aliqui sam eaquiaeprae dunt
quiberum ad molore qui odi ut quis voluptatem dolor rem aliqui
sam eaquiaeprae. Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor rem aliqui sam
eaquiaeprae dunt quiberum ad molore qui odi ut quis voluptatem.
Your content here. Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor rem aliqui sam
eaquiaeprae dunt quiberum ad molore qui odi ut quis voluptatem.

Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor rem
aliqui sam eaquiaeprae dunt
quiberum ad molore qui odi
ut quis voluptatem. Lenti core
plitis ut ut dolor rem aliqui sam
eaquiaeprae dunt eaquiaeprae
dunt quiberum ad molore qui odi
ut quis voluptatem.
Your content here. Lenti core
plitis ut ut dolor rem aliqui sam
eaquiaeprae dunt quiberum ad
molore qui odi ut quis voluptatem.
Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor rem.

Your content here. Lenti core plitis ut
ut dolor rem aliqui sam eaquiaeprae
dunt quiberum ad molore qui odi ut quis
voluptatem. Lenti core plitis ut ut dolor
rem aliqui sam eaquiaeprae dunt.

ADVERTISEMENT
Booking form 2022

MEDIA KIT
DATES TO BOOK Please select month/s.

Business Name
Address

Feb

May

Sep

Contact Name

Mar

Jun

Oct

Phone

Apr

Jul

Nov

Dec

Email

PRINT Cost (excl. GST) – please select ad size.

WEB Cost (excl. GST) – please select ad size.

Full Page $1890

Footer $236

Top Banner $315

Half Page $945

Square $189

Side Bar $210

2 Column $756

Rectangle $95

Top Banner + Side Bar $475

Quarter Page $473

Special Feature (4 Pages) $7,280

Artwork design $150 (added to cost)

Front page loading 100%

I confirm that I have been supplied with and have read the
Terms & Conditions of advertising in the South Sydney Herald.
I agree to these Terms & Conditions on page 3 and request this booking.

25% discount on web
ad if you also book
a Quarter Page or
larger ad in print.

Back page loading 50%
Print
Online
SUB-TOTAL

Signed:

GST

Date:

TOTAL

www.southsydneyherald.com.au
ABN 98 967 799 049
PO Box 3288 REDFERN NSW 2016
adverts@ssh.com.au

